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Abstract
This work provides an overview of aerodynamic data acquired in the European Transonic Windtunnel using an XRF-1 
transport aircraft configuration both at cruise conditions and at the edges of the flight envelope. The goals and design of the 
wind tunnel test were described, highlighting the use of the cryogenic wind tunnel’s capability to isolate the effects of M∞ , 
Re∞ and the dynamic pressure q/E. The resulting dataset includes an aerodynamic baseline characterization of the full span 
model with vertical and horizontal tailplanes and without engine nacelles. The effects of different inflow conditions were 
studied using data from continuous polars, evaluating the changes in aeroelastic deformation which are proportional to q/E 
and the influence of M∞ and Re∞ on the shock position. Off-design data was analyzed at the lowest and highest measured 
Mach numbers of 0.84 and 0.90, respectively. Wing lower surface flow and underside shock motion was analyzed at nega-
tive angles of attack using cp distribution and unsteady pressure transducer fluctuation data, identifying significant upstream 
displacement of the shock close to the leading edge. Wing upper-side flow and the shock motion near buffet onset and beyond 
was analyzed using unsteady pressure data from point transducers and unsteady pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) measurements. 
Buffet occurs at lower angles of attack at high Mach number, and without clearly defined lift break. Spectral contents at the 
acquired data points in the buffet range suggest broadband fluctuations at Strouhal numbers between 0.2 and 0.6, which is 
consistent with recent literature. The spanwise shock propagation velocities were determined independently via analysis of 
unsteady PSP and pressure transducers to be in the range between us∕u∞ = 0.24 and 0.32, which is similarly in line with 
published datasets using other swept wing aircraft models.

List of symbols
�  Angle of attack
�  Wing bending
�  Dimensionless wing span
�  Wing twist
Φ  Phase angle
CD  Drag coefficient
CL  Lift coefficient
cp  Pressure coefficient
CD,ref  Drag coefficient at the reference condition
CL,ref  Lift coefficient at the reference condition

CM,y,ref  Pitching moment coefficient at the reference 
condition

CM,y  Pitching moment coefficient
E  Young’s modulus
f   Frequency
M  Mach number
q  Dynamic pressure
Re  Reynolds number
Sr  Strouhal number
T   Temperature

1 Introduction

The flight envelope of transonic transport aircraft is bounded 
at high speeds by the occurrence of unsteady phenomena. 
When the flight Mach number M∞ or the angle of attack � 
exceeds the design range of a given aircraft, transonic buffet 
and high-speed stall may occur, which are undesirable con-
ditions associated with unsteady flow on the wing surfaces. 
Shock unsteadiness occurring at such conditions exhibits 
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complex behavior, causing oscillatory loads that can pose 
a safety hazard. Associated flow separation and interaction 
between wing wake and tailplane all contribute unsteady 
aerodynamic phenomena which are challenging to predict.

Experimental replication of operating conditions at cruise 
altitudes and speeds is difficult to achieve and requires spe-
cialized experimental facilities. High Reynolds numbers 
representative of flight conditions can be replicated only in 
cryogenic, pressurized wind tunnels. Computational stud-
ies of such conditions also require experimental valida-
tion. For this reason, the research initiative FOR 28951 was 
established by the German Research Foundation (DFG), the 
Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres (HGF) 
and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in order to pool 
the resources of several universities and research institu-
tions and advance the state of knowledge in this area. The 
aims of the research include improved understanding of buf-
fet phenomena, wing/tailplane interaction and integration 
issues associated with novel ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) 
engine nacelles. The initiative includes several wind tunnel 
campaigns carried out in the European Transonic Windtun-
nel (ETW) using a 1/37th scale aircraft model provided by 
Airbus. Further details can be found in the corresponding 
publication by Lutz et al. (2022).

1.1  Flight envelope boundaries

Aircraft behavior at the flight envelope limits is a notoriously 
difficult research topic. The operating regime is bounded by 
limits in terms of speed and load factor which result from a 
variety of physical phenomena. Operation of aircraft in the 
vicinity of the design point and over a large part of the flight 
envelope in linear lift regime is characterized by smooth 
and largely attached flow. Approaching the flight envelope’s 
limits often gives rise to unacceptable loads or undesirable 
unsteadiness associated with flow separation. Separation on 
the wing and empennage is a complex phenomenon, and 
has been identified to be particularly challenging in the case 
of moderately swept wings so common on transonic airlin-
ers (Mabey 1999). Tail buffet (Abdrashitov 1939) has been 
known for decades to be an undesirable unsteady condition, 
with research into the interactions between the wing wake 
and the tail shedding light on the occurring flow physics. 
While computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have achieved 
a state enabling consistent prediction of performance and 
flow phenomena near the design range (Abbas-Bayoumi 
and Becker 2011), flow physics at and beyond the enve-
lope boundaries remain a challenge. Recent large-scale 

research efforts such as the European Strategic Wind Tun-
nels Improved Research Potential (ESWIRP ) project placed 
a focus on the investigation envelope boundaries and the 
fluid dynamics beyond them. Lutz et al. (2016) provided 
an overview of the work conducted in this project on wake 
phenomena and high angle of attack flight on realistic con-
figurations and conditions relevant for full-scale aircraft.

1.2  Buffet

Transonic buffet is an aerodynamic phenomenon involving 
a self-sustained oscillation of a shock present at a surface 
when sufficient Mach number M∞ and angle of attack � 
are reached. This aerodynamic oscillation can precipitate 
oscillating structural loads as a response, causing buffet-
ing. Two-dimensional buffet on airfoils has been researched 
for decades using many techniques and spawned compre-
hensive literature reviews such as by Lee (2000). The same 
author provided a popular explanation of the phenomenon 
in Lee and Brown (1992), in which the thickening separating 
boundary layer feeds the oscillation using acoustic scattering 
of pressure fluctuations at the trailing edge. Crouch et al. 
(2009) employed stability analysis of linearized Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations and were able 
to identify a global mode associated to the buffet motion. In 
addition to the aforementioned interaction between the shock 
and the downstream separation, this mechanism involves 
pressure disturbances traveling along the pressure side of 
the airfoil. This interaction involving the pressure side was 
experimentally observed by Jacquin et al. (2009). Garnier 
and Deck (2010) observed both the suction side and the pres-
sure side disturbance transport paths using an LES approach, 
fully resolving the entire field. On the other hand, Hartmann 
et al. (2013) performed measurements on the DRA 2303 
airfoil and concluded that, while both types of disturbance 
propagation are possible, the more direct interaction over the 
suction side dominates. They also modified Lee’s model by 
arguing that the disturbances traveling upstream from the 
trailing edge are in fact sound waves with a varying sound 
pressure level. This variation is due to the changing bound-
ary layer thickness behind the shock, and it is this variation 
that causes the shock movement.

There is a degree of agreement on the essentially two-
dimensional nature of the buffet phenomenon on 2D airfoils. 
Wing sweep and other three-dimensional features introduce 
an additional degree of complexity. Iovnovich and Raveh 
(2014) and D’Aguanno et al. (2022) also studied the effect 
of wing sweep on the buffet phenomenon, in particular the 
switch from 2D single-frequency shock fluctuation to 3D 
buffet characterized by broadband spectral structure. Dan-
dois (2016) described an experimental study of the AVERT 
wing-body configuration with an elastic wing, with Koike 
et al. (2016) and Sugioka et al. (2018) conducting buffet 

1 FOR refers to the German-language abbreviation of the word 
“Forschungsgruppe” in the funding body’s official nomenclature, 
denoting research unit.
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experiments on the Common Research Model (CRM) con-
figuration, while Lawson et al. (2016) describing data from 
experiments on the RBC12 configuration. All of these exper-
iments employed unsteady pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) 
measurements in order to characterize the surface pressure 
unsteadiness on the wing. Timme (2020) argued from 3D 
global stability analysis that buffet onset originates with 
one unstable oscillatory eigenmode. Paladini et al. (2019) 
gathered data from four published half-model transonic air-
craft experiments and analyzed 3D buffet behavior, deriving 
buffet Strouhal number ranges which are case-independent 
and exhibit a degree of universality. Giannelis et al. (2017) 
presented a survey detailing fluctuation characteristics in 2D 
and 3D. Further analysis of the experiments described by 
Lawson et al. (2016) was presented by Masini et al. (2020), 
focusing on the time-resolved wing surface pressure data 
near buffet onset. Modal analysis techniques were used to 
extract characteristic Strouhal number ranges, largely agree-
ing with the results by the other authors.

Most of the aforementioned authors suggested that 
three-dimensional buffet on a swept wing is associated to 
a spanwise movement of spatially constrained buffet cells 
toward the wing tip. It is also a fundamentally different pro-
cess than the purely chordwise 2D buffet motion with very 
narrowband characteristics. The most recent of the afore-
mentioned experimental swept wing buffet studies state that 
buffet motion tends to occur outboard at Strouhal number 
ranges between Sr = 0.2 and Sr = 0.6 , based on the mean 
aerodynamic chord. Multiple authors attempt a classification 
of different regimes, such as Paladini et al. (2019) with their 
pre-onset, well-established and deep buffet regimes. Simi-
larly, Sugioka et al. (2018) described three regimes based 
on the slope of the pressure root mean square (RMS) curve 
over � , while Dandois (2016) separated the observed phe-
nomena to onset and deep buffet conditions. Sugioka et al. 
(2021) associated the detection of buffet cells at Sr = 0.2 to 
0.5 with buffet onset.

Several of the above publications observed a second, 
lower Strouhal number range. Sugioka et al. (2018) observed 
it mainly on the inboard wing, and Paladini et al. (2019) 
detected a roughly constant phase angle at this frequency 
over the wing span, deducing that this is a chordwise shock 
motion akin to two-dimensional buffet. Masini et al. (2020), 
on the other hand, used modal analysis to detect an inboard 
propagation of low-frequency disturbances. The survey by 
Paladini et al. (2019) shows that there is a degree of uni-
versality in the Strouhal number range between 0.2 and 
0.6, for which they obtained propagation velocities around 
us∕u∞ = 0.25..0.3 for the four different geometries. At the 
same time, some spectral characteristics differ between the 
four wings, which the authors ascribe to different taper ratios 
and other geometric differences. In addition to this, a recent 
study by Uchida et al (2021) showed that the wing twist 

plays an important role for the buffet and disturbance propa-
gation characteristics by comparing the CRM to the ONERA 
M4 model wing.

1.3  Aims

The purpose of the present work is the characterization 
of the Airbus XRF-1 (eXternal Research Forum) aircraft 
model at flight relevant Mach and Reynolds numbers, and 
the evaluation of effects associated with variation of M∞ 
and Re∞ . The properties of both steady and unsteady phe-
nomena at very low and very high incidences are analyzed 
using various data obtained using different measurement 
techniques during the wind tunnel measurement campaign. 
With the exception of the “Flight Reynolds number testing” 
(FLIRET) project described by Paladini et al. (2019), most 
of the published data exists for conditions at Reynolds num-
bers on the order of 106 . The experiment described in this 
work presents a unique opportunity to investigate flight-like 
conditions and evaluate the effects of Mach and Reynolds 
number separately.

2  Wind tunnel test

The wind tunnel data analyzed in this work is the result 
of the first of several wind tunnel entries of the research 
initiative summarized by Lutz et al. (2022). The present 
experimental campaign is referred to as MK1a in that work. 
Its focus was on acquiring a baseline set of aerodynamic 
data on a preselected range of Mach and Reynolds numbers 
using the XRF-1 aircraft model without any engine nacelles. 
In addition, optical measurements using pressure-sensitive 
paint (PSP) were conducted to acquire data at incidences 
of interest.

2.1  European transonic windtunnel

The experimental campaign took place in 2020 in the Euro-
pean Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) in Cologne, Germany. It 
is the first of several wind tunnel entries envisioned for the 
present research initiative. The ETW has long been used by 
industry and research organizations for testing of transonic 
airliner configurations at flight-like conditions. ETW’s oper-
ating regime spans Mach numbers between 0.15 and 1.35 
and Reynolds numbers up to 50 × 106 using full span aircraft 
models. This is enabled by pressurization up to 450kPa and 
cooling down to temperatures of 110K using injection of 
liquid nitrogen.

Cryogenic testing in the ETW permits independent 
variation of Mach number, Reynolds number and dynamic 
pressure by the ability to decouple temperature and pressure 
changes inside the tunnel. The facility is a Göttingen-type 
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wind tunnel whose aerodynamic circuit (Fig. 1) is powered 
by a 50MW compressor. State-of-the-art features such as 
slotted and diverging walls and an optically accessible meas-
urement section permit precise control of the flow condition 
and the application of advanced measurement techniques.

2.2  XRF‑1 aircraft model

The RWF55_1 wind tunnel model was provided by Air-
bus UK and represents the generic XRF-1 long range twin 
engine airliner research model from that same manufacturer. 
The XRF-1 research model is similar to a modern transonic 
commercial aircraft (Görtz et al. 2020). The corresponding 
wind tunnel model was used in Airbus’ “Feature Rich Test-
ing” (FeRIT) campaign conducted in 2018 in ETW (Mann 
et al. 2019) to create a database of aerodynamic data cover-
ing a broad range of Mach and Reynolds numbers, and to 
prove out the use of the model in the ETW in conjunction 
with pressure-sensitive paint techniques. The model includes 
a fixed vertical tailplane (VTP) and adjustable ailerons, with 
the option of mounting through-flow nacelles to the wing. In 
contrast to FeRIT, the present work includes data acquired in 
the most basic configuration without the nacelles or aileron 
deflection.

The model configuration used in FeRIT did not include a 
horizontal tailplane (HTP), which was specifically designed 
and manufactured prior to the present measurements. The 
tailplane was installed at a fixed incidence angle of −2◦ , 
which was maintained throughout the campaign.

The main wing has a swept planform with a trailing edge 
crank at about 29% . Its aspect ratio is AR = 9.302 with a 
mean aerodynamic chord of cref = 0.1965 m and a leading 
edge sweep of about Λ = 30◦ . The only features present on 
the model (shown in Fig. 2) wing were four flap track fair-
ings, with no engine nacelles. The model does include a 
wing-body fairing. No configuration changes were made 
during the course of the present campaign, with the excep-
tion of different types of transition fixing devices on the 
wing, HTP and VTP surfaces. The fuselage boundary layer 
was tripped near the nose using a carborundum strip which 

remained in place at all conditions. No tripping was applied 
on the wing and tailplane surfaces during the high Reyn-
olds number runs at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 after prior studies had 
shown that the flow can be expected to be fully turbulent in 
the entire region. The lower Reynolds number settings were 
run with tripping dots of appropriate height depending on 
the Reynolds number. In these cases, the tripping devices 
were placed at 5% of the local chord on both sides of the 
wing, HTP and VTP.

2.3  Instrumentation, data acquisition 
and processing

The full span aircraft model was placed on a straight sting 
entering the lower fuselage via a cavity. The total model/
sting offset is 5 ◦ . The assembly included an anti-vibration 
system consisting of one component mounted in the sting 
and one at the sting/balance interface inside the model (Wal-
ter 2004). The instrumentation aspects relevant for aerody-
namic analysis shall be described below.

The proprietary nature of the XRF-1 precludes the pub-
lication of absolute values. The main focus of this paper is 
on off-design conditions, with an emphasis on qualitative 
and quantitative comparisons of flow phenomena at different 
flow conditions.

2.3.1  Forces and moments

Forces and moments were acquired using a six-compo-
nent strain gauge balance inside the fuselage. Continuous 
polars were recorded at both fin-up ( � = 0◦ ) and fin-down 
( � = 180◦ ) orientations. The fin-down polars were recorded 
starting at � = −4◦ up to the maximum positive incidence 
deemed safe for the wind tunnel operation. The maximum 
incidence is therefore different at each condition.

Each continuous polar was recorded a second time in 
fin-up configuration using a smaller � range. Apart from 

Fig. 1  Aerodynamic circuit of the European Transonic Windtunnel 
(courtesy of ETW)

Fig. 2  XRF-1 in the European Transonic Windtunnel test section 
(courtesy of Airbus and ETW)
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accuracy and repeatability considerations, the different ori-
entations were made necessary by the fact that the cameras 
for pressure-sensitive paint measurements were situated in 
the bottom wind tunnel wall. Therefore, it is essential for the 
wind tunnel to be able to reproduce the same flow conditions 
in both orientations.

2.3.2  Static pressure taps

The wing and tailplane were heavily instrumented with a 
total of 317 pressure tappings on the wing and 50 on the 
horizontal tailplane, which were active during both the 
continuous traverse polars and the pitch/pause polars. Full-
chord pressure sensor rows were at spanwise positions 
� = 23.3%, 55%, 75.1% on the wing, as indicated in Fig. 3a. 
The figure also shows several sets of taps covering only a 
fraction of the chord which are located at other spanwise 
positions, with the rear half of the chord on the upper side 
covered at mid-wing at � = 47% , � = 52% , � = 58% and 
� = 63%.

The horizontal tailplane shown in Fig. 3b is instrumented 
at two spanwise positions at �HTP = 50% and �HTP = 70% . 
In contrast to the wing, the chordwise density of pressure 
tappings is higher on the lower side of the taiplane. An 
additional five tappings on the fuselage surface were also 
recorded.

The model and tunnel wall pressure data channels 
were acquired at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The system 
recorded a data point one time per second, with the value 
of a data point computed from the mean over 35 samples.

2.3.3  Dynamic data

Dynamic data consisted mainly of unsteady pressure 
transducers on the wing and tailplane surfaces. Their 
locations are depicted in Fig. 3. Most of the transducers 
on the wing are distributed on the wing upper side and at 
mid-wing at the rear half of the chord. The wing upper-
side pressure transducers are located on the port wing at 
� = 26%, 47%, 51.4%, 54.4%, 58.4%, 63.8% . The sensors are 
intended to capture the separation characteristics at high 
angles of attack. There is one additional row of unsteady 
pressure sensors on the lower side near the wing leading 
edge at � = 54.4% . The horizontal tailplane houses ten 
additional sensors, with six of them placed on the lower 
side. The HTP sensors are concentrated near the leading 
edge, which is motivated by the expectation that high 
angles of attack cause wing wake turbulence to impinge 
first near the lower side HTP tip due to the geometrical 
arrangement of the aircraft.

Several accelerometers were placed inside the model. 
Devices measuring the acceleration in the model’s z direc-
tion are located in the nose, the fuselage rear and the port 
and starboard outboard flap track fairings beneath the 
wings. In addition, a three-component accelerometer is 
located in the balance providing separate signals for each 
direction. Several unsteady sensors placed throughout the 
tunnel’s aerodynamic circuit are also part of the delivered 
data.

The high-speed data acquisition system records the 
above signals at a sampling rate of 10000 Hz, synchro-
nized with a common time stamp. The lengths of the sig-
nals were driven by the requirements of the PSP systems, 
with the pressure transducers active during each run. The 
raw signals analyzed in this paper were checked for sta-
tionarity and cropped accordingly. Signals acquired during 
the continuous pitch traverse polars are mainly used to 
compute rolling standard deviation of signal values over � . 
Sliding window sizes between 1000 and 5000 samples are 
used in the results discussion below, which corresponds 
to 0.1 s to 0.5 s or Δ� = 0.012◦ s −1 to 0.06◦ s −1 at the pitch 
traversal rate of 0.12◦ s −1 . This approach averages much 
of the random variance at the cost of precision, permit-
ting qualitative interpretation of unsteadiness magnitude 
over �.

Signals acquired during fixed incidence measurements 
are used for spectral estimation. Welch’s method (Welch 
1967) is used throughout this work, with the number of seg-
ments varying with the signal length. Fifty percent overlap 
and a Hann window are used in each case.

Fig. 3  Static pressure tappings and dynamic pressure transducers on 
the wing and tailplane surfaces. Black dots: static taps, red circles: 
transducers on starboard wing upper surface, orange diamonds: trans-
ducers on port wing lower surface
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2.3.4  Pressure‑sensitive paint measurements

Steady and unsteady PSP (pressure-sensitive paint) meas-
urements were conducted on the wing and the horizontal 
tailplane surfaces simultaneously. Two pairs of the steady 
PSP and the unsteady PSP systems for both wing and HTP 
view were installed on the wind tunnel bottom wall. All 
PSP measurements were conducted in a pitch/pause mode, 
i.e., at fixed incidences. The wing/HTP upper or lower 
surface was measured by the same PSP setup by rotating 
the model about the roll axis to a fin-up and a fin-down ori-
entation. The static and unsteady pressure sensors installed 
on the wing and HTP were used for the direct comparison 
of the steady and unsteady PSP data.

Both the wing and the HTP were coated with a thin 
layer of a paint which changes its emitted luminescent 
intensity and lifetime under ultraviolet (UV) light depend-
ing on the local pressure. This PSP coating can be used for 
both steady and unsteady PSP measurements (Yorita et al. 
2017; Klein 2022). The thickness of the paint was below 
5 μm . The PSP coating was applied on the entire surface 
of the wing and HTP except on the flap track fairing and 
the row of pressure sensors. The steady PSP measurement 
was based on the lifetime method with a gated CCD sensor 
camera and pulsed UV light emitting diode (LED) units. 
A data acquisition time was about 5 s per one data point. 
Details on the PSP system used to capture steady pressure 
distributions can be obtained from (Yorita et al. 2018).

The unsteady PSP measurement was based on the inten-
sity method with a high-speed CMOS sensor camera and 
constant-power LED units (Klein 2022). The unsteady 
PSP system allows to capture a time-resolved PSP data 
with a sampling frequency of up to 2 kHz depending on 
the test conditions. A sampling rate of 2 kHz was used 
for tests conducted at temperatures of 180 K and above, 
while 1 kHz sampling rate was used at 115 K because of 
lower PSP light intensity at lower temperature. The camera 
memory permits storage of 21840 images. The number of 
acquired camera images per data point was set to 3640, 
4368 or 5460, driven by data point prioritization and wind 
tunnel efficiency considerations. A camera record timing 
was recorded in the same data acquisition system of the 
pressure transducers.

The steady and unsteady PSP data were in situ cali-
brated to pressure by the static and unsteady pressure 
sensors, respectively. The steady PSP measurement can 
capture the time-averaged pressure data and the unsteady 
PSP measurement can capture the temporal pressure vari-
ation (amplitude) data. Finally, the time-resolved abso-
lute pressures can be reconstructed by superposition of 
the steady PSP data and the unsteady PSP data in data 
post-processing.

2.3.5  Model deformation

Aeroelastic deformation of the main wing was measured 
using a stereo pattern tracking (SPT) system. Cameras track-
ing the displacement of 40 markers placed on the lower sur-
face of the port wing were installed in the top wall. Two 
markers are placed at each spanwise position, near the lead-
ing edge and near the trailing edge, respectively. Comparison 
of recorded positions with reference positions permits deriv-
ing the twist and bend of the wing. The data was acquired 
during the continuous polars for all configurations. The data 
is transformed to bend and twist referred to the 50% wing 
chord line.

3  General overview of inflow condition 
effects

While much of the research initiative’s efforts focus on enve-
lope boundaries at incidences far from the design range, the 
acquired dataset permits a comprehensive characterization 
of the baseline XRF-1 geometry in a wing-body-tail con-
figuration with a clean wing. The ability to vary M, Re and 
q independently in a cryogenic, pressurized environment 
enables insights into effects of these parameters isolated 
from each other.

The test was conducted at Mach numbers of 0.84, 
0.87 and 0.90. The Reynolds number was varied between 
3.3 × 106 at ambient temperature and 12.9 × 106 and 
25.0 × 106 at cryogenic conditions down to T = 110K . Two 
levels of dynamic pressure q/E were used, with the data at 
the intermediate Reynolds number of 12.9 × 106 acquired 
at both q∕E = 0.2 × 10−6 and q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 . Since the 
unsteady PSP measurement system requires data from a 
steady PSP measurement for reference, each data point at 
which unsteady measurements were carried out included a 
prior steady-state PSP measurement point.

Polars for all three Mach numbers are shown in Fig. 4 
for Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 , with the points acquired using PSP 
marked with symbols. The lift coefficient shows a distinct 
linear region at M∞ = 0.84 , which becomes less pronounced 
at higher Mach numbers. In this incidence range, the lift 
gradient �CL∕�� is highest at M∞ = 0.84 and decreases 
toward higher Mach numbers. The CMy slope magnitude is 
also greatest at the lowest Mach number. In both the CL and 
CMy curves, there is a clear change in slope around � = 3◦ 
at M∞ = 0.84 , which is less pronounced at the higher Mach 
numbers. The drag coefficient in the lower part of Fig. 4 
shows a distinct broad minimum, with a significant increase 
toward higher incidences. High Mach numbers shift the drag 
minimum slightly toward higher incidences. As expected, cD 
increases significantly across the board at higher M∞.
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The goal of the PSP measurements was to character-
ize the flow phenomena from buffet onset until incidences 
beyond buffet. A commonly used buffet detection criterion 
based on the break in the lift coefficient curve was employed 
to achieve this. The method described by Lawson et al. 
(2016) is based on finding the point of departure of the CL 
polar from a linear shape. The lift break is determined using 
the Δ� criterion, in which a line is drawn parallel to the 
linear portion of the CL polar with an offset of Δ� = 0.1◦ . 
The intersection of this line with the lift coefficient curve is 

considered the incidence of buffet onset. The shape of the 
polars in Fig. 4 shows that this is a rough estimate, which 
is due to the lack of a distinct lift break at high M∞ . For 
this reason, the PSP measurement points were distributed 
over a broader � range at high Mach number, and clustered 
closer around the lift break where it is detectable at lower 
M∞ . Other popular buffet detection methods described by 
Lawson et al. (2016), such as determination of root mean 
square increase in a wing root strain gauge signal, were not 
applicable due to a lack of such as sensor.

The following discussion focuses on the moderate inci-
dences range and on conditions near the design lift coef-
ficient, where possible.

3.1  Model wing deformation

The geometry of a wing with positive sweep generating posi-
tive lift causes it to bend and twist when it undergoes aeroe-
lastic deformation. The wing deflects upward and twists in 
a manner increasing washout, i.e., reducing the geometric 
incidence of the outboard part. A consequence of this is an 
alteration of the spanwise lift distribution compared to the 
wind-off wing shape. The magnitude of deformation scales 
with dynamic pressure q, which was varied independently of 
M and Re. Before the impact of Mach and Reynolds numbers 
can be assessed, an analysis of the isolated variation of wing 
shape changes needs to be conducted.

Typical shapes of bend � and twist � over the wing 
span are shown for Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 at q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 
in Fig. 5 over the � range. Figure 6a and b shows quali-
tative results only, as the aircraft model is proprietary. 

Fig. 4  Force balance data at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 . Dots are placed at 
incidences where PSP measurements were conducted. Values repre-
sent increments with respect to a common reference condition con-
sisting of a set (C

L,ref,CD,ref,CM,ref)

Fig. 5  Aeroelastic wing deformation at q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 ( Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 ) as spanwise distribution across the � range. Bending and twist are 
referred to the 50% chord line, increments are depicted with respect to wind-off condition
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The bend and twist magnitudes at equal � are smaller for 
M∞ = 0.90 than for M∞ = 0.84 . This is consistent with 
the differences in the lift polars in Fig. 4. The wing tip 
deflection ceases to increase at higher � for M∞ = 0.84 , 
which does not occur for M∞ = 0.90 inside the measured 
� range.

The measured twist in Fig. 5b is largely negative at 
positive � , with the shapes again similar across the Mach 
numbers. The main difference is in the twist distribu-
tion at negative incidences. The largest magnitudes of � 
occur at the tip at M∞ = 0.84 , whereas the maximum at 
M∞ = 0.90 is observed at about mid-span.

The deformation scales roughly proportionally with 
lift, as evidenced by the bend and twist magnitude 
measured at � = 75% in Fig. 6. In fact, the shapes of the 
bend deflections mirror those of CL , albeit with a pla-
teau at M∞ = 0.84 , indicating that maximum deflection 
is reached at about � = 3◦ . There is no further increase 
beyond that � , which is also true of the twist magnitude in 
Fig. 6b. The M∞ = 0.90 deformation does not show such a 
clean break, and maximum deformation is attained at the 
highest measured incidence. Scaling of both bending and 
twist in terms of q/E is nearly perfectly linear. The impact 
of Re∞ at constant q∕E = 0.4 is a slight increase in twist at 
Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 compared to Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 , suggest-
ing higher local lift on the outboard wing at higher Re∞.

3.2  Mach number effects

Increased M∞ causes a successive deformation of the lift 
polar in Fig. 4 and a departure from a clearly delineated 
shape with linear and nonlinear regions. PSP measurements 
were acquired in the moderate incidence range at � = 0◦ and 
� = 1.5◦ . The surface cp distributions in Fig. 7 at � = 1.5◦ 
provide an impression of the flow at moderate positive lift 
coefficients. The upper side cp in Fig. 7b shows a two-shock 
pattern at all three conditions with a �-like shape near the 
wing root. The main shock is visible over the rear part of the 
chord across the entire span, whereas a weaker oblique shock 
is present over the inboard portion. It originates near the 
leading edge at the root, with a sweep angle growing with 
Mach number. This behavior is consistent with the explana-
tion of the forward shock by Rogers and Hall (1960). Its ori-
gin is the flow accelerating over the leading edge and it prop-
agates according to its Mach angle, which increases with 
M∞ . Therefore, the triple point at the intersection between 
the front and aft shocks moves inboard at increasing M∞.

Pressure recovery at mid-wing downstream of the shock 
differs between Mach, with the highest cp values achieved 
at trailing edge at M∞ . Increasing Mach number causes a 
loss of pressure recovery and results in a more uniform cp 
distribution in the region between shock and trailing edge. 
The mid-wing pressure distributions in Fig. 8 underscore 

Fig. 6  Aeroelastic wing deformation at the � = 75% wing station. Bend and twist are increments with respect to wind-off condition
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this. The chordwise cp gradient downstream from the shock 
at � = 55% decreases in magnitude, indicating separation 
in this region. Apart from that the M∞ = 0.84 cp distribu-
tion exhibits a largely typical shape for a supercritical wing 
section at moderate lift coefficients, with a shock between 
60% and 80% chord. The shock moves slightly upstream at 
increasing Mach. The smooth lower side cp increase seen at 
low Mach numbers gives way to a shock at M∞ = 0.90 . It 
is visible in PSP in Fig. 7a as well, where the smooth pres-
sure gradient is replaced by a sharp change at high Mach 

number. The lower wing surface PSP data involves more 
masked regions due to the presence of the four flap track 
fairings. The fairings block the flow and deform the isobars, 
which results in disrupted shock shapes. The shock at high 
M∞ is visible over virtually the entire span, consistently with 
all three positions shown in Fig. 8.

Considering the large differences between forces and the 
wing upper-side pressure recovery between the Mach num-
bers, it is evident that comparison at constant � does not 
necessarily represent similar flow regimes. However, this 

Fig. 7  Mean cp from PSP on 
the wing at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 , 
q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 , � = 1.5◦ . The 
color ranges are equal across all 
datasets. HTP is enlarged rela-
tive to wing for clarity. Dashed 
lines denote the cp measurement 
locations � = 23.3% , � = 55% 
and � = 75.1% on the wing

Fig. 8  Wing static cp data at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 and all three Mach numbers at � = 1.5◦
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data still constitutes a baseline for high � unsteady compari-
sons in Sect. 4.

The pressure data at the tailplane surfaces in Fig. 9 indi-
cates low overall load on the tailplane, with the surface 
generating downforce at these conditions. There is little 

difference between on the upper side, and the pressure distri-
butions are largely smooth. By contrast, the lower side data 
shows the appearance of a more significant adverse pressure 
gradient for M∞ = 0.90 . The lack of shocks and the overall 
low load on the tailplane justify the a priori choice of the 
tailplane incidence setting to −2◦.

3.3  Reynolds number and dynamic pressure effects

The effects of Reynolds number and q/E on the forces and 
wing pressures are more subtle than those of the Mach num-
ber. While the pressure distributions at constant � differ 
greatly due to changing Mach number in Fig. 8, the changes 
due to Re∞ and q/E in Figs. 10 and  11 are much less signifi-
cant. Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 was measured twice at two different 
dynamic pressure settings, enabling both the comparison 
of a q/E effect at constant Re∞ , and of a Reynolds number 
effect at both high and low levels of q/E.

The thickening boundary layer and lower effective 
camber at low Reynolds number conditions such as at 

Fig. 9  Tailplane static cp data at �HTP = 70% at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
and all three Mach numbers at � = 1.5◦ . Line legend is the same as 
in Fig. 8

Fig. 10  Wing upper-side static 
cp data at M∞ = 0.84 and all 
three Reynolds numbers at 
� = 1.5◦

Fig. 11  Wing upper-side static 
cp data at M∞ = 0.90 and all 
three Reynolds numbers at 
� = 1.5◦ . Line legend is the 
same as in Fig. 10
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Re∞ = 3.3 × 106 tends to move the shock upstream. This is 
most evident inboard in Figs. 10a and 11a. There is no vis-
ible difference due to q/E at that position, which is consistent 
with the small deformation magnitude close to the wing root 
shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the differences in shock position 
at � = 23.3% can be attributed to the Reynolds number, with 
the two runs at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 yielding identical pressure 
distributions. There is a significant difference in shock position 
between Re∞ = 3.3 × 106 and Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 at both Mach 
numbers. The change in boundary layer thickness between 
Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 and Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 appears insufficient 
to significantly impact the shock position. The difference in 
effective camber resulting from Reynolds number variation 
scales with Re−1∕5 following Elsenaar (1988), which reduces 
the relative sensitivity at higher values of Re∞.

As deformation becomes more important toward the tip due 
to reduction of effective incidence, the effects of Re∞ and q/E 
are compounded. Low Re and low q/E both cause an upstream 
shift of the shock, the former through increased boundary layer 
thickness and the latter through less washout and therefore 
higher local wing section incidence. The chordwise shift of 
the shock position is slightly more pronounced in Fig. 10b 
at M∞ = 0.84 than at the inboard location. In addition, the 
Reynolds number effect itself is significantly greater than at 
� = 23.3% , with differences noticeable between all values of 
Re∞ . The cp differences on the tailplane are of negligible mag-
nitude and are therefore omitted.

4  Wing buffet and separation at different 
M∞ and Re∞

Having focused on moderate incidences and time-averaged 
data in the previous section, the high � region where buffet 
is expected is discussed in the following. Data acquired 

using time-resolved PSP at the sampling points shown in 
Fig. 4 helps shed light onto sensitivity of the flow with 
respect to � and M∞ at high Reynolds numbers.

The polars in Fig. 4 indicate that the departure from lin-
ear region differs significantly between the Mach numbers. 
The CL polar at M∞ = 0.84 has a fairly pronounced linear 
region, whereas M∞ = 0.90 does not. As the incidences 
at which PSP measurements took place were determined 
a priori, they were spaced over a wider range of � val-
ues at M∞ = 0.90 in order to ensure that some amount of 
unsteadiness can be captured. The measurement points at 
M∞ = 0.84 are grouped closer together.

Apart from the polar’s curvature, M∞ = 0.90 exhibits 
lower CL across most of the � range. Significant unsteadi-
ness tends to occur at higher incidences. The nature of the 
unsteadiness is markedly different between the two Mach 
numbers, meriting a detailed discussion of the respective 
results. The following chapter is focused on the discus-
sion of shock behavior and its sensitivity to Mach number, 
Reynolds number, dynamic pressure and angle of attack.

4.1  Surface shock pattern

Wing upper surface cp distributions in Fig. 12 provide 
an overview of how the effects discussed in Sect. 3.2 
are distributed. � = 3 ◦ , 4 ◦ , 5 ◦ are shown for M∞ = 0.84 , 
while data for M∞ = 0.90 is available at higher inci-
dences at � = 4 ◦ , 5 ◦ , 6 ◦ . Where possible, data is shown 
for Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 due to superior image clarity at the 
higher test temperature during these measurements. The 
highest incidence was acquired only at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 
and is shown in the rightmost panel at both Mach numbers. 
The higher amount of noise in these images is due to the 
lower wind tunnel temperature of 115 K as opposed to the 
180 K at the lower Reynolds number. Low temperature 

Fig. 12  Mean cp from PSP on the upper side of the wing at high � . Data is shown at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 due to better image quality, with the high-
est angles of attack only available at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 . The color ranges are equal across all datasets
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decreases the signal-to-noise ratio of the PSP acquisition 
system, resulting in less clear data. Such data artifacts are 
visible on the outboard wing at the highest � at both Mach 
numbers.

The data points in Fig. 12 showcase the effect of increas-
ing incidence, which is significantly larger compared to the 
Reynolds number effect. As a general rule, the shock posi-
tion inboard of the crank is significantly farther downstream 
at M∞ = 0.90 than at the lower Mach number. The faintly 
visible oblique shock originating at the wing root leading 
edge has a noticeably higher sweep angle at higher Mach 
number. Higher angles of attack at constant M∞ generally 
alter the shock pattern in a similar manner to an increase in 
the Mach number: the inboard shock position slightly shifts 
aft, while the mid-span and outboard shock moves upstream. 
The inboard oblique shock increases its sweep angle, and 
the intersection between the outboard normal shock and the 
oblique front shock from the wing root moves inboard. Sug-
ioka et al. (2018) observed similar effects on the common 
research model (CRM) configuration’s wing using similar 
techniques.

The root mean square (RMS) distributions of cp in Fig. 13 
were obtained by computing the RMS value of cp for each 
pixel from the time series acquired by the PSP camera for 
unsteady measurement. The distributions provide infor-
mation on the unsteadiness related to the shock. There are 
bands of elevated RMS values which are higher than their 
surroundings near the shock, consistent with the shock 
locations in Fig. 12. These areas represent the shock and its 
unsteady motion over time at constant incidence. A shock 
which is only slightly displaced over time can cause large 
jumps in intensity at a given pixel of the camera sensor, leav-
ing a large RMS footprint. A second band with higher rms 
values over much of the inboard wing in Fig. 13a has been 
identified to be an optical error arising from the camera line 

of sight passing through the shock above the wing surface. 
The same phenomenon occurs in Fig. 13b near the wing tip.

Most of the shock displacement due to � occurs on the 
outboard wing surface. At M∞ = 0.84 , the shock advances 
to 20 % of the chord around 70 % span at � = 5◦ , with sig-
nificant spanwise curvature of the shock footprint. The shock 
at M∞ = 0.90 at high � maintains a more straight shape and 
moves upstream in a more uniform manner. However, it does 
so over a larger portion of the span. The maximum displace-
ment magnitude at M∞ = 0.90 is smaller than at M∞ = 0.84 . 
Visible shock oscillations initially occur slightly inboard of 
maximum chordwise shock displacement, between 40 % and 
50 % span.

In more quantitative terms, the static pressure coefficients 
in Fig. 14 confirm that the largest displacement magnitude 
over � is encountered at � = 75.1% at M∞ = 0.84 . The upper 
and lower rows in the figure show data for Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
and Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 , respectively. The shock position is 
slightly further aft at the higher Reynolds number, which 
can be observed at all positions. This is most evident at 
� = 75.1% , but it can also be discerned at the other positions.

The cp data shown is not time-averaged, but it involves 
implicit time averaging inherent in the pneumatic measure-
ment system. This results in a reduced chordwise pressure 
gradient in case of an oscillating shock. Larger chordwise 
motion amplitudes such as at � = 75.1% at high � cause 
the averaged shock to appear as a smeared chordwise pres-
sure increase. This is consistent with the widening of the 
high RMS band in the PSP image in Fig. 13. The pressure 
distributions downstream from the shock over the aft por-
tion of the chord exhibit decreasing chordwise gradients at 
growing � at all positions, indicating shock-induced sepa-
ration of an increasing magnitude. The aft pressure distri-
bution becomes nearly horizontal at the highest measured 
incidence of � = 5◦ (at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 ). This reduced 

Fig. 13  Pointwise root mean square of cp via unsteady PSP on the upper side of the wing at high � . Data is shown at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 due to 
better image quality, with the highest angles of attack only available at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106
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pressure recovery is a typical indication of largely sepa-
rated flow.

The shock pattern at high � at M∞ = 0.90 is less curved 
and moves more uniformly upstream. This is reflected in 
Fig.  15, where the magnitudes of shock displacement 
with increasing � are more similar than at M∞ = 0.84 . 
The extreme smearing of the shock pressure increase at 

� = 75.1% in Fig. 14c does not occur in Fig. 15c. This is 
consistent with the unsteady PSP RMS band in Fig. 13b, 
which is narrower than at M∞ = 0.84.

In addition, the differences in chordwise shock position 
due to Reynolds number in Fig. 15 are slightly larger than 
those at M∞ = 0.84 observed in Fig. 14. The upper surface 
pre-shock suction increases with higher incidences, with the 

Fig. 14  Static cp data M∞ = 0.84 at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 (upper row) Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 (lower row) at buffet onset and beyond acquired during the 
PSP polars

Fig. 15  Static cp data at M∞ = 0.90 at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 (upper row) Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 (lower row) at buffet onset and beyond acquired during 
the PSP polars
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difference due to � significantly larger than at M∞ = 0.84 . 
In addition, the wing lower surface shock at mid-chord 
observed in Sect. 3.2 is still well visible at � = 2.5◦ and 
reduces its strength only at high angles of attack.

The large shock displacement ranges on the outboard 
surface visible in the cp distributions in Figs. 14 and 15 
can be also detected in the root mean square data of the 
dynamic pressure sensors. The chordwise passage of the 
shock at mid-wing is shown in Fig. 16 via RMS values at 
the same four conditions as discussed in Sect. 3.3. The nar-
row RMS peaks associated with the passage of the shocks 
are due to the large pressure gradients occurring at a strong 
shock, similar to the PSP RMS images. Generally, the shock 
moves aft at increasing incidences before reaching its most 
downstream position and beginning to travel upstream with 
further increasing incidences, which is typical for transonic 
airfoils and wings. The two peaks of elevated cp,RMS present 
at both Reynolds numbers at x∕c = 0.55 at M∞ = 0.84 in 
Fig. 16 represent this process, with each passage causing 
a sharp peak. Across the board, the RMS values are higher 
downstream from the shock than upstream from it, which is 
due to the increased turbulence and thicker boundary lay-
ers downstream. The turbulent structures inside the bound-
ary layer grow in size downstream from the shock, causing 
increased amplutides of wall pressure fluctuations. This is 
reflected by higher RMS values at high � after the shock 
passes upstream from the sensor.

Figure 16 also demonstrates the differences in terms of 
shock position related to Re∞ and dynamic pressure. For 
M∞ = 0.90 and q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 , the peak positions indi-
cate that the shock passes the sensor at x∕c = 55% at � = 4◦ 
( Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 ) and � = 3.2◦ ( Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 ). This 
is consistent with the generally downstream shock location 
associated with higher Re∞ at constant � in Fig. 15. The 
shift of Δ� = 0.8◦ due to Re is also apparent at M∞ = 0.84 , 
albeit it is smaller in magnitude. Similar differences are 
apparent between Re∞ = 3.3 × 106 and Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
at q∕E = 0.2 × 10−6 . Generally, the shock passes upstream 
over the sensor at lower � at low Re∞ , owing to the thicker 
boundary layers which are less able to overcome adverse 
pressure gradients. In contrast, the influence of q/E is 
smaller in comparison. When comparing the two runs at 
Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 , the slightly earlier upstream passage at 
lower q/E is consistent with the smaller wing deformation 
magnitude, which causes higher lift due to lower amount of 
negative aeroelastic twist. According to Fig. 6, the magni-
tude of wing twist deformation is roughly proportional to 
q/E. The twist deformation varies by a factor of two between 
the two runs at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 . The difference in angle of 
attack at which an increase of cp,RMS is minor in Fig. 16. The 
effect of Re variation at constant q/E is significantly more 
noticeable than the effect of q/E at constant Re∞.

4.2  Buffet onset and dynamics

While buffet onset had been estimated a priori using the lift 
curve break, that method may be inaccurate according to 
Lawson et al. (2016), as separation occurring on one part of 
the wing may be offset by a lift increase elsewere. Further-
more, the gradual nature of the lift curve break renders the 
approach imprecise. The recorded data can be used to more 
precisely characterize the occurrence of buffet.

All spectra in the following sections are shown using the 
Strouhal number Sr = fcref∕u∞ on the horizontal axis, based 
on the mean aerodynamic chord cref . The reference velocity 
u∞ changes with M∞ and Re∞ , the Strouhal number ensures 
comparability of aerodynamic phenomena in these cases.

4.2.1  Structural and aerodynamic oscillations

Detection of buffet onset is complicated by the lack of a 
wing root strain gauge and by the fact that the experiment 
was conducted using a full aircraft model mounted on a 
sting. Structural vibrations need to be taken into considera-
tion when interpreting the dynamic data obtained from pres-
sure transducers and accelerometers. The observed pressure 
fluctuations may result from pure aerodynamic phenomena, 
but could also be a consequence of the model vibrating at a 
certain natural frequency.

Fig. 16  c
p,RMS

 over � at � = 63% at different M∞ and Re∞ recorded at 
pressure transducers at x∕c = 55% . Rolling RMS computed using a 
sliding 0.5S window
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These phenomena are difficult to separate from each 
other. Figure 17 shows the spectra of the fuselage accelerom-
eter’s z component at � = 4◦ at different Mach and Reynolds 
numbers, indicating similar spectra at very different flow 
conditions. The horizontal axis in this figure is proportional 
to a frequency, as the Strouhal number in this case is com-
puted from a common reference velocity of u∞,M=0.84 , result-
ing in Sr0.84 = f × u∞,M=0.84∕cref . As the horizontal axis in 
Fig. 17 is based on the same reference values u∞,M=0.84 and 
cref , the shown peaks occur at the same absolute frequency. 
The fact that these peaks occur at the same frequencies in 
each case is an indication that they result from non-aerody-
namic eigenmodes. They may be attributable to the natural 
frequencies of the wing tunnel model, the sting assembly or 

other wind tunnel influences. The frequencies of the peaks 
below Sr0.84 = 0.2 are consistent with eigenfrequencies of 
the sting and the wing observed during a wind-off vibra-
tion test. All peaks in Fig. 17 unaffected by temperature or 
dynamic pressure, and exhibit sharp and prominent peaks. 
Therefore, the wind tunnel fan frequency does not appear to 
be an important driver of these characteristics either. The 
lower dynamic pressure q/E causes lower amplitudes across 
the board, but does not alter the shape of the spectra.

The same is valid for changing aerodynamic conditions 
due to � at constant Mach and Reynolds number, shown in 
Fig. 18 using the spectra of the fuselage accelerometer and 
the port wing accelerometer for a series of incidences at 
M∞ = 0.84 and Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 . While there is an increase 
in overall amplitudes at high angles of attack at high fre-
quencies, the spectral characteristics again do not change. 
It is notable in particular that even � = 0◦ involves the same 
significant peaks as � = 4◦ . Since the flow at � = 0◦ can be 
assumed to not involve any buffet motion, this behavior indi-
cates that these model accelerations are caused by broadband 
excitation from the turbulent flow in the test section resulting 
in the structure vibrating at its natural frequencies.

The dominant oscillation occurs as two sharp peaks at 
Sr = 0.105 and Sr = 0.12 measured at the fuselage center. 
The corresponding high amplitude bump at the wing accel-
erometer extends up to a frequency of Sr = 0.145 . The latter 
is consistent with a bending mode of the wing measured 
in the ground vibration test at wind-off conditions, albeit 
with some indications of a possible acoustic phenomenon 
occurring in the wind tunnel. This observation is under 
research at the time of submission, as described by You et al. 
(2022). Higher frequency peaks around Sr ≈ 0.4 occur as 
well. While this is in the widely accepted frequency range 
for swept wing buffet oscillation, it occurs at all incidences 
and is therefore unlikely to be caused by shock motion. 
One explanation is that it may constitute a harmonic of the 
Sr = 0.145 oscillation.

4.2.2  Buffet onset

Detection of buffet onset proved difficult using the popular 
method involving lift polar nonlinearity in the present data-
set, especially at high Mach numbers.  Lawson et al. (2016) 
gave a comprehensive overview of different buffet detec-
tion methods. In the following, the onset of oscillations will 
be analyzed in terms of fluctuation level increase in both 
accelerometer and pressure transducer signals, as well as via 
trailing edge pressure divergence.

As in the discussion by Dandois (2016), both RMS val-
ues of unsteady sensors and pressure divergence of static 
taps near the trailing edge can serve as additional indica-
tors of buffet onset. The trailing edge pressure divergence, 
as described by Lawson et al. (2016), can be evaluated by 

Fig. 17  Fuselage accelerometer z component at different flow condi-
tions and � = 4◦ . Sr for all spectra calculated using u∞ at M∞ = 0.84 
and Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 . Data at q∕E = 0.2 × 10−6 is shown at � = 5◦

Fig. 18  Spectra of port wing and fuselage accelerometers at different 
angles of attack at M∞ = 0.84 , Re∞ = 12.9 × 106
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determining the point at which the trailing edge cp devi-
ates by Δcp = 0.05 from a linear trend. The linear trend at 
low incidence is clearly identifiable at low Mach number in 
Fig. 19, and disappears at high Mach number. The maximum 
cp value measured during that run is then taken as the base-
line for Δcp instead.

Nevertheless, there is a clear trendin Fig. 19 over M∞ , 
indicating occurrence of cp divergence at decreasing � at 
growing Mach number. Pressure data at � = 75.1% is used 
here, as it is the spanwise location closest to the most sig-
nificant upstream shock motion in Fig. 12. The cp diver-
gence criterion is fulfilled at � = 3◦ , � = 1.6◦ and � = 0.6◦ 
at the three Mach numbers, respectively. Note that the sen-
sors are not at the trailing edge, but on the upper surface at 
x∕c = 0.98.

Moving toward the tip, the rearmost sensors are at 
x∕c = 0.95 . Figure 20 shows the angles of attack at which 
the cp divergence criterion is first fulfilled. The initial onset 
of shock forward motion and trailing edge separation is con-
firmed here, with the spanwise location of initial cp diver-
gence visible outboard of about � = 0.4 in all cases. The 

Mach number trend is very clear, with cp divergence occur-
ring at or even below � = 0◦ at M∞ = 0.90.

A similar picture of the Mach number trend is painted by 
the RMS values of unsteady pressure transducers nearest 
to the trailing edge. Figure 21 shows inboard and outboard 
trailing edge RMS data for all Mach numbers. The outboard 
unsteady sensors are located further inboard than the pres-
sure taps shown in Fig. 19, but they nevertheless indicate 
similar incidences at which significant RMS increase occurs. 
At M∞ = 0.84 and Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 , both the initial cp 
increase (Fig. 19) and the pressure RMS increase outboard 
(Fig. 21) occur at � ≈ 2.5◦ . The RMS increase begins at 
� ≈ 1◦ and � ≈ 0◦ at M∞ = 0.87 and M∞ = 0.90 , respec-
tively. The trend of significant cp,RMS growth occurring at 
lower � for lower M∞ is recognizable and a consequence of 
earlier upstream shock motion at lower Mach number.

High Mach number causes separation downstream from 
the shock at very low angles of attack, which is consistent 
with the flat cp distributions downstream from the shock in 
Fig. 15 and with the increase in the pressure transducer RMS 
level around � = 0◦ at M∞ = 0.90 . At the same time, the 
maximum RMS magnitudes at the higher Mach numbers 
are lower than those at lower Mach number. The changes at 
� = 26% are much more gradual than on the outboard wing, 
which is mostly due to significantly less amount of chord-
wise shock motion over �.

Overall, the loss of lift due to upstream shock motion is 
most abrupt at low Mach and much more gradual at high 
Mach numbers. The gradient of RMS increase in Fig. 21 
reflects this. The local forward bulge occurring in the shock 

Fig. 19  cp decrease at the aft-most static port on the wing upper side 
at � = 75.1% at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106

Fig. 20  Incidence of cp divergence occurrence at the aft-most static 
ports on the wing upper side at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106

Fig. 21  c
p,RMS near the trailing edge on the inboard (upper) and out-

board (lower) wing surface at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 at different M∞ and 
q/E 
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shape on the outboard wing at M∞ = 0.84 is reflected by 
early and strong growth of trailing edge pressure RMS at 
the � = 63% position. The dynamic pressure does not alter 
the incidences at which the increases occur, it only decreases 
the RMS level. The Reynolds number does not alter these 
characteristics fundamentally; therefore, the results at 
Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 are omitted for clarity.

Pressure divergence and transducer RMS were termed 
aerodynamic criteria by Masini et al. (2020), as opposed 
to strain gauge or accelerometer measurements. One draw-
back of these aerodynamic criteria is that they are local 
by definition and yield results valid only in the immediate 
vicinity. Nevertheless, these two criteria are consistent and 
the general trends with respect to Mach number are largely 
independent of the spanwise position. They help augment 
the results of the Δ� criterion and are mostly consistent with 
it. As the Δ� criterion fails at M∞ = 0.90 , these aerody-
namic criteria are useful for the understanding of trends. 
Of the discussed criteria, the trailing edge static pressure 
divergence seems to be the most robust across the different 
flow conditions despite its local nature.  Lawson et al. (2016) 
observed good agreement between this criterion and strain 
gauge measurements. The present results indicate that the 
results match quantitatively at M∞ = 0.84 , with buffet onset 
indicated between � = 2.5◦ and 3◦ by the lift polar in Fig. 4 
and by the static and dynamic pressure divergence criteria. 
Higher Mach numbers make a definition of a single � value 
increasingly difficult via the polar and the increase of cp rms, 
whereas the static pressure divergence in Fig. 20 provides 
consistent results

4.3  Buffet spectra

The growth of pressure fluctuation amplitudes at increas-
ing � discussed above will be discussed in the following. 
Shock-induced separation and buffet motion induce char-
acteristic spectral features measured by the unsteady pres-
sure transducers. Recent swept wing experimental studies 
mentioned in Sect. 1.2 showed two distinct spectral regions. 
Typically, there is one low-frequency range below Sr = 0.1 
which occurs over a large part of the wing and which has 
been associated with inboard propagation of disturbances by 
Masini et al. (2020) or with with 2D-like behavior by Pala-
dini et al. (2019). The classical 3D buffet shock unsteadiness 
with outboard propagation tends to occur outboard and at 
higher Strouhal numbers around Sr = 0.2 to 0.6. Dandois 
(2016) also observed a Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) instability 
at very high frequencies at Sr = 1 to 4. While Nyquist fre-
quency of the pressure sensors in the present experiment also 
reached Sr = 4 , no indication of spectral features attibutable 
to K–H instabilities was found.

The unsteady pressure transducers are located in the 
inboard two-thirds of the wing, with between two and three 

sensors active during the experiment at different span-
wise positions. The positions and spectra of three such 
devices near 70% chord and at three spanwise locations at 
� = 47%, 51% and 63% are shown in Fig. 22. The sensors 
are consistently downstream from the shock at all shown 

Fig. 22  M∞ = 0.84 , Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 pressure power spectral den-
sity at different incidences. The shock positions are indicated using 
isolines of cp for five incidences. The line colors in the spectra cor-
respond to the symbols showing the sensor positions. cp isolines 
indicate shock positions at � = 3 ◦ , 3.5◦ , 4 ◦ , 4.5◦ and 5 ◦ from light 
to dark gray. Spurious cp lines over the rear part are artifacts due to 
masking
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conditions. The mean shock position is shown using isolines 
at a constant cp value, giving a qualitative indication of the 
shape and relative motion at increasing � . The isoline of 
constant cp shows how the shock moves upstream relative 
to the sensors with increasing �.

The spectra in Fig.  22 show the wide bump of high 
amplitude corresponding to the transonic buffet motion at 
M∞ = 0.84 . This buffet bump’s center frequency shifts with 
the inflow conditions. The image shows the spectra at five 
different angles of attack for three unsteady pressure trans-
ducers, with the sensors’ location and the position shock 
on the wing surface indicated in the sketch above the plots. 
The narrow peak associated with structural oscillation at 
Sr ≈ 0.14 is visible in the spectra at all angles of attack.

The lowest incidence of 3 ◦ is beyond the incidence at 
which initial separation was detected above via RMS and cp 
divergence. The shock is just upstream from the transducers 
at x∕c = 0.7 at this incidence. The corresponding unsteady 
PSP RMS image in Fig. 13a shows an increase in pressure 
fluctuations downstream from the shock, but no wide region 
of high RMS indicating a large-scale motion of the shock 
itself. The high amplitude measured by all three transduc-
ers at Sr = 0.07 is consistent with the observation of Masini 
et al. (2020) and Sugioka et al. (2018), who discussed that 
low-frequency shock oscillation occurs even before buffet 
onset.

With further upstream motion of the shock at higher 
angles of attack, more activity becomes apparent in the fre-
quency range between Sr = 0.1 and Sr = 1 . Wide amplitude 
bumps appear at the two inboard sensors at � = 47% and 
� = 51% . This is consistent with swept wing buffet studies 
described above. The buffet bump frequency decreases in 
outboard spanwise direction. This spanwise frequency shift 
disappears at � = 5◦ , with the two inner sensors showing the 
bump at the same frequency. Paladini et al. (2019) described 
the observation that the frequency ceases to shift over wing 
span in a regime they termed deep buffet, as opposed to 
well-established buffet at 𝛼 < 5◦.

The buffet bump is much less distrinct at � = 63% than 
at the two inboard sensors. It is only somewhat distinguish-
able at � = 3.5◦ and � = 4◦ . However, the fluctuation level 
is much higher overall at this location than at the other two, 
which may mask a bump by increased amplitudes across the 
entire frequency range. The shock is much farther upstream 
at � = 63% than further inboard, causing a larger-scale sepa-
ration. The unsteadiness resulting from this causes broad-
band fluctuation with high amplitudes across the entire fre-
quency range.

The frequency shift toward lower frequencies associated 
with lower � is significant at the two inner sensors. The 
buffet bump center frequency at � = 47% starts at Sr = 0.8 
for � = 3.5◦ and shifts to about Sr = 0.4 at � = 5◦.

Earlier buffet onset due to higher Mach number 
becomes apparent in the spectra at M∞ = 0.90 in Fig. 23. 
A buffet bump around Sr = 0.8 is visible at very low 
angles of attack at the two inboard sensors � = 47% and 
� = 51% , beginning at � = 1.5◦ . The buffet bump is most 
pronounced at the two inboard sensors at low � , while at 

Fig. 23  M∞ = 0.90 , Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 pressure power spectral den-
sity at different incidences. The shock positions are indicated using 
isolines of cp for five incidences. The line colors in the spectra cor-
respond to the symbols showing the sensor positions. cp isolines indi-
cate shock positions at � = 1.5◦ , 2.5◦ , 4 ◦ , 5 ◦ and 6 ◦ from light to dark 
gray. Spurious cp lines over the rear part are artifacts due to masking
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Fig. 24  Inboard unsteady pressure transducer PSD at x∕c = 0.95 , 
� = 26% at different � for M∞ = 0.90 , Re∞ = 25.0 × 106

Fig. 25  Chordwise spectral differences at unsteady pressure trans-
ducers at � = 47% in chordwise direction at � = 3.5◦ for M∞ = 0.84 , 
Re∞ = 25.0 × 106

higher incidences the differences disappear. There is no 
spanwise shift of buffet bump center frequency at � = 1.5◦ , 
which confirms the observation of Paladini et al. (2019) 
that there is little shift near buffet onset. In more well-
established buffet regimes, there is a spanwise variation 
of frequency, which is visible in Fig. 23 at � = 2.5◦ and 
� = 4◦.

There is some indication of similar broadband fluc-
tuation phenomena downstream from the shock, which is 
especially evident at � = 2.5◦ at the positions shown in 
Fig. 23. The comparatively high amplitude at that inci-
dence is the consequence of the close proximity of the 
sensors to the shock.

The frequency shift due to � occurs here as well. While 
the buffet bump is most clearly recognizable at � = 51.4% , 
it can be discerned at all three sensors and moves to lower 
frequencies up to � = 4◦ . The very early buffet onset at this 
Mach number means that the highest measured incidences 
are in deep buffet. There is barely any visible buffet bump 
at � = 5◦ and � = 6◦ , indicating that there is little coherent 
motion and no high levels of broadband unsteadiness down-
stream from the shock.

The sharp peak at Sr ≈ 0.14 is observed at this Mach 
number as well, again disappearing at high � . Although this 
peak occurs at a constant absolute frequency across the dif-
ferent flow conditions, the difference between u∞,M=0.84 and 
u∞,M=0.90 used for the computation of Strouhal numbers in 
the plots is sufficiently small for it to remain at the same 
approximate Sr.

As opposed to M∞ = 0.84 , there is significant inboard 
expansion of buffet-related unsteadiness toward the inboard 
wing. The unsteady PSP images in Fig. 13b show increasing 
RMS values toward the wing root, and the inboard pres-
sure transducer at � = 26% and x∕c = 0.95 detects a growing 
spectral bump at Sr = 0.4 with increase in angle of attack. 
This is shown in Fig. 24. Since that sensor is near the trailing 

edge it follows that the oscillating shock motion expands in 
spanwise direction and causes increasing pressure oscillation 
at the typical buffet frequency even inboard.

Both Dandois (2016) and Paladini et al. (2019) describe 
a slight chordwise reduction of buffet bump frequency at 
low-to-moderate angles of attack. There is no such shift at 
most of the conditions encountered in the present dataset. 
One reason may be that most of the measured incidences 
are in significant buffet conditions and beyond onset. Also, 
there is only a low number of unsteady sensors downstream 
from a shock installed in the XRF-1 model, i.e., there is 
no sufficient chordwise resolution. In most cases, the buffet 
bump is at the same frequency for successive sensors in the 
same spanwise position. The measurement point just beyond 
buffet onset at � = 3.5◦ at M∞ = 0.84 shown in Fig. 25 offers 
some indication of a slight reduction of measured buffet fre-
quency in chordwise direction. There is no shift at any other 
Mach number or incidence.

Incidentally, one of the four geometries analyzed by 
Paladini et al. (2019) displayed a similar behavior. That 
experiment, FLIRET, used a configuration with a wing with 
a high taper ratio which is similar to that of the presently 
investigated XRF-1. While no direct causal relation between 
chordwise buffet frequency shift and swept wing taper ratio 
is known to the authors, this is an observation worth taking 
into account.

As mentioned above, all of the discussed spectra show 
significant peaks around Sr = 0.14 across the board, coin-
ciding with the largest peak visible at all conditions the 
accelerometer spectra in Fig. 17, which is likely to stem 
from a structural eigenmode being excited by acous-
tic effects in the wind tunnel. Figure 26 shows this for 
a constant angle of attack � = 4◦ at different conditions. 
The shown spectra display a prominent buffet bump at all 
conditions, showcasing the effect of Mach and Reynolds 
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number. The bump’s center is reduced due to decrease in 
Reynolds number at constant Mach, both at M∞ = 0.84 
and M∞ = 0.90 . This is consistent with the earlier onset 
of buffet at low Reynolds number, and therefore, a con-
stant angle of attack � can be considered deeper within 
the buffet regime than the same angle of attack at higher 
Reynolds number. This is similar to the decrease in the 
local buffet bump frequency at increasing angle of attack. 
The same reasoning can be applied to an increase in Mach 
number at constant Re∞ . Buffet onset occurs much earlier 
at M∞ = 0.90 , causing the shown incidence � = 4◦ to be 
in a deeper buffet regime than the same � at lower Mach 
number. Therefore, the buffet bump is broader, less promi-
nent and occurs at lower Strouhal number.

4.4  Buffet cells and spanwise propagation

As suggested by the recent literature above, the origin of the 
buffet bumps in the pressure transducer spectra is expected 
to be the propagation of buffet cells. The high temporal reso-
lution of the unsteady pressure sensors is counterbalanced 
by their low number and therefore low spatial resolution. 

In addition, the upstream sensors alternate between being 
upstream and downstream from the shock at several flow 
conditions, which makes it difficult to distinguish between 
the occurring aerodynamic phenomena. The time-resolved 
PSP data, however, allows a detailed investigation of the 
unsteady shock motion that goes beyond the data available 
at these discrete points. The two data sources enable a com-
plementary analysis.

Analysis of buffet cell is shown for two selected condi-
tions at M∞ = 0.84 and M∞ = 0.90 at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 . 
The low Reynolds number is used due to lower noise floor 
at higher temperature, and due to the high sampling rate of 
2000 frames per second which enables a better temporal 
resolution of the phenomena. The preceding sections have 
shown that no fundamental change occurs between the two 
Reynolds number settings, with the changes mostly confided 
to an altered chordwise shock position. The angle of attack 
of � = 4◦ is sufficiently high to detect significant shock 
motion, but not excessive as to avoid entering deep buffet 
and possibly loss of motion coherence.

Figure 27 shows three consecutive temporal snapshots 
of the pressure distribution on the wing suction side for 
M∞ = 0.84 and M∞ = 0.90 , respectively. As already indi-
cated by the pressure RMS data in Fig. 13, the wavy motion 
of the shock front is more pronounced at the lower Mach 
number.

For this analysis method, the time-averaged shock posi-
tion is extracted from the unsteady PSP dataset by computing 
the maximum chordwise pressure gradient at each spanwise 
position between � = 45% and � = 90% . A Savitzky–Golay 
filter is subsequently applied to smooth the resulting shock 
line prior to analyzing the spanwise propagation. The shown 
snapshots visualize the spanwise motion of one buffet cell 
in the region between 60 and 80% half-span, whose crest is 
highlighted by orange dots in Fig. 27a. The shock is com-
paratively steady in the inboard region, which agrees with 
the RMS values in Fig. 13. Further outboard, near the wing 
tip, the undulating motion of the shock front transitions into 
a shock motion parallel to the leading edge.

Fig. 26  Unsteady pressure transducer spectra downstream from the 
shock ( � = 47% , x∕c = 0.7 ) at � = 4◦ , q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 and different 
Mach and Reynolds numbers

Fig. 27  cp contours acquired 
using unsteady PSP at three 
consecutive timesteps at 
2000Hz at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
and � = 4◦
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The undulation is pronounced and easily detectible with 
the naked eye. A wavy shape of the shock front is also pre-
sent at M∞ = 0.90 and � = 4◦ , as shown in Fig. 27b. How-
ever, the chordwise amplitude of the shock motion is signifi-
cantly smaller. Nevertheless, a spanwise propagation can be 
discerned at these inflow conditions as well.

The spatiotemporal motion characteristics of the shock 
front captured via unsteady PSP can be analyzed to obtain a 
propagation velocity of the disturbance. Paladini et  al. 
(2019) employ spatial tracking of the phase shift of multiple 
signals at multiple fixed frequencies. This is of particular 
interest when a frequency range with high coherence 
between the signals is well known and a spatial distribution 
of multiple data points is available, as it is the case for PSP 
data. The propagation velocity can then be calculated by 
us =

2�f

ΔΦ∕Δ�
 , where f denotes the frequency and ΔΦ∕Δ� the 

gradient of the phase angle over the spanwise coordinate.
In the present work, the method is implemented via peak 

detection of the instantaneous shock line relative to the 
time-averaged shock line. For this method, the time-aver-
aged shock position is extracted from the PSP dataset and 
the propagation of buffet cells along this line is calculated. 
The phase angle Φ is extracted from cross-spectra along the 
shock line with a reference point at � = 60%.

The phase angle is extracted at frequencies with high 
levels of coherence, which occurs at very low frequencies 
around Sr ≈ 0.1 and in the range of the buffet bump near 
Sr = 0.4 . The phase angle variation of these frequencies 
between � = 0.5 and � = 0.9 is shown in Fig. 28 for the two 
Mach numbers under investigation. The estimation of propa-
gation velocity involves a linear fit of the phase angle in the 
vicinity of the reference point. The fitted slopes are indicated 
in Fig. 28 and are carried out between 60 and 80% of half-
span for consistency purposes.

At M∞ = 0.84 , the phase shift of Sr = 0.4 and 0.5 reveals 
a linear increase in this spanwise domain. The propaga-
tion velocity for both frequencies results in a value of 
us∕u∞ = 0.3 . Further outboard, the slopes decrease which 
can be attributed to the transition of the shock motion 

toward a chordwise oscillation of the shock front. The 
propagation velocity computation at M∞ = 0.90 results 
in a value of us∕u∞ = 0.28 . At Sr = 0.1 , the phase angle 
remains approximately constant over span. This hints at a 
bulk shock motion in chordwise direction throughout the 
shown spanwise domain and confirms the observations of 
Sugioka et al. (2018). In fact, the slightly negative slope at 
M∞ = 0.84 indicates a possible inward propagation.  Masini 
et al. (2020) described different propagation directions at dif-
ferent spanwise locations and at different frequencies. Future 
work is required to ascertain whether similar phenomena 
occur in the present dataset.

Paladini et al. (2019) employ a second method that can 
be used to derive the propagation velocity from time-
resolved pressure data at discrete points. A phase shift can 
also be obtained from the cross spectrum of two signals at 
two discrete points. The range of frequencies where convec-
tive phenomena occur can be narrowed down to regions of 
high coherence. In the buffet frequency range, high coher-
ence goes along with a linear evolution of the phase angle in 
the frequency domain, which implies a constant propagation 
speed. This speed can finally be calculated by us =

2�s

dΦ∕df
 , 

where dΦ∕df  is the slope of the phase angle over the fre-
quency and s is the distance between the two points. A pair 
of sensors at 51% and 63% span were selected, at x∕c = 0.7 
and x∕c = 0.55 , respectively. The selection occurred based 
on the presence of a distinct frequency region with high 
coherence. Figure 29 shows the phase angle and coherence 
of between the two sensor signals at two Mach numbers. 
Despite computing the cross spectrum and the magnitude 
squared coherence using Welch’s method and employing 
between 400 and 600 signal segments for averaging and vari-
ance reduction, it needs to be noted that the coherence never 
reaches high absolute values and remains on the order of 0.1 
in the frequency regions associated with the buffet bumps. 
At M∞ = 0.84 , the linear fit results in a propagation speed 
of us = 70m s−1 = 0.32u∞ . In Fig. 29b, a propagation veloc-
ity of us = 54m s−1 = 0.24u∞ can be derived.

Fig. 28  Spanwise evolution 
of phase angle Φ at different 
frequencies
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Overall, the results confirm the assumption that this 
range of values of us has rather universal character for 
tapered and moderately swept wings. The propagation 
velocity agrees well with recent literature. Among oth-
ers, Paladini et al. (2019) obtained values in the range of 
us∕u∞ = 0.245 ± 0.015 for different wings with moderate 
sweep. Masini et al. (2020) obtained a similar value of 
us∕u∞ = 0.26 on a civil aircraft wing. Sugioka et al. (2018) 
derived a convection speed of us∕u∞ = 0.53 on an 80% 
scaled CRM. Moreover, Timme (2020) observed a non-
dimensional phase speed of 0.26 to 0.32 on the CRM and 
Ehrle et al. (2020) showed a spanwise propagation velocity 
of the buffet cells between us∕u∞ = 0.24 to 0.28 at the same 
aircraft configuration. Considering this spread of results for 
the convection speed, the present investigation with values 
around us∕u∞ = 0.3 aligns well with those findings.

5  Conclusion

The present work provides an overview of the results of the 
first cryogenic wind tunnel measurement campaign carried 
out in the ETW facility in the context of the research unit 
FOR2895, focusing on establishing a baseline dataset for 
the XRF-1 aircraft model and study a variety of off-design 
conditions at extreme angles of attack.

The results showed that the distinction between linear and 
nonlinear ranges of the lift polar deteriorates at increasing 
Mach number. This is due to large areas of separated flow 
downstream from the shock on the wing occurring at high 
Mach numbers even at moderate incidences. The influence 
of Reynolds number at constant M∞ is comparatively small, 
with downstream displacement of the shock observed at all 
conditions.

The onset of buffet was found to be very different at the 
Mach numbers of 0.84 and 0.90. The onset occurs at much 
lower incidences at high Mach numbers and is gradual in 
terms of cp,RMS increase. In contrast, significant increase in 

pressure sensor unsteadiness at M∞ = 0.84 was detected, 
which takes places at similar angles of attack as the occur-
rence of nonlinearity in the lift polar. Analysis of trailing 
edge cp divergence confirmed these general characteristics, 
with the divergence occurring at mid-wing and beginning at 
much lower angles of attack for high Mach numbers.

While the shock deforms at M∞ = 0.84 in a manner form-
ing a localized bulge with extreme upstream displacement 
around � = 70% , the shock displacement is much more uni-
form at high Mach number. In fact, at high angles of attack 
approaching � = 6◦ it reaches the inboard wing and causes 
fluctuation at the buffet frequency near the trailing edge.

Multiple distinct oscillation frequencies were detected 
which persist over wide ranges of inflow conditions, which 
can be ascribed to structural and wind tunnel effects. Aero-
dynamic oscillations associated with shock buffet motion 
were detected in the Strouhal number range between 0.2 
and 0.8, which includes higher frequencies than the typi-
cally described range between 0.2 and 0.6. The chordwise 
and spanwise variation of buffet frequency is consistent 
with recent publication, with little detectable chordwise 
frequency shift. The present work focused on the unsteady 
pressure transducer data, with a more thorough modal analy-
sis of the unsteady PSP dataset planned in the future.

Analysis of unsteady cp data from PSP and the unsteady 
pressure transducers provided a means to compute the 
spanwise propagation velocity us of the shock undulation 
in moderate buffet conditions. The resulting values of 
us∕u∞ ≈ 0.3..0.32 for M∞ = 0.84 and us∕u∞ ≈ 0.24..0.28 for 
M∞ = 0.90 at the typical buffet frequencies are in line with 
the survey provided by Paladini et al. (2019) and with the 
analysis by Masini et al. (2020). This confirms the universal 
nature of the phenomenon. A low-frequency motion around 
Sr = 0.1 and below showed little phase shift, indicating bulk 
chordwise motion of the shock.

The present study showed that the buffet frequency 
behavior described in the context of similar configurations 
by Paladini et al. (2019) and other authors remains consist-
ent up to high and flight-like Reynolds numbers of 25 × 106 . 

Fig. 29  Coherence and phase 
angle at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
and � = 4◦ between a pair of 
pressure transducers ( � = 51% , 
x∕c = 0.7 and � = 63% , 
x∕c = 0.55 ). Linear slope fitted 
in the region denoted by dashed 
red line in regions of high 
coherence associated with buffet
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A frequency shift due to Reynolds number was observed at 
mid-wind unsteady pressure sensors, which was more pro-
nounced at low Mach number. This is consistent with the 
significant Re∞-induced displacement of the shock, which 
is similarly more pronounced at lower Mach.

Appendix A Experiment summary

The experimental campaign was laid out in a manner to 
make the most efficient use of available nitrogen. Operation 
of the iPSP cameras was the pacing item for the experi-
ment schedule. The camera internal memory was able to 
hold 21840 images at full resolution, with read-out a lengthy 
process that cannot be feasibly done while the wind tunnel 
runs at full Mach number consuming large amounts of nitro-
gen. Given a maximum overall time for measurements, each 
measured condition is therefore necessarily the result of a 
trade-off between the number of acquired flow conditions 
and the number of images acquired for each.

The ETW sting is capable of rotating the model about the 
longitudinal axis inside the measurement section without 
requiring access to the model. The measurement plan made 
use of this, enabling recording of polars in both fin-up and 
fin-down configurations. The data was collected in several 
blocks over the course of several days, with successively 
decreasing temperature and increasing Reynolds number. 
After the acquisition of continuous polars at each Reynolds 
number, the resulting data was analyzed in situ and used to 
fine-tune the flow conditions for the steady and unsteady 
pressure-sensitive paint runs.

A.1 Flow conditions

The data points were set up to permit analysis of isolated 
effects of Mach number, Reynolds number and dynamic 
pressure wherever possible. The main runs were conducted 
at Mach numbers of 0.84, 0.87 and 0.90. The Reynolds num-
bers were varied between 3.3 × 106 at ambient temperature 
and 12.9 × 106 and 25.0 × 106 at cryogenic conditions. Two 
levels of dynamic pressure q/E were used, with the data at 
the intermediate Reynolds number of 12.9 × 106 acquired at 
both q∕E = 0.2 × 10−6 and q∕E = 0.4 × 10−6 . The result-
ing data for each combination is shown in Table 1. Since 
unsteady PSP requires steady-state PSP data for reference, 
each data point at which iPSP measurements were carried 
out included a prior steady-state PSP measurement point.

A.2 Selection of fixed‑Incidence measurement 
points

As follows from Table 1, the steady and unsteady PSP meas-
urements were conducted at high Reynolds numbers, with 
lower Re∞ data acquired only using conventional measure-
ment techniques. The goal of the PSP measurements was 
to characterize the flow phenomena from buffet onset until 
incidences beyond buffet. This required a priori determina-
tion of the angles of attack associated with such conditions. 
At each of the shown Mach and Reynolds number combina-
tions involving PsP, the polar and cp data was used to iden-
tify a linear region and an incidence range where buffet and 
large-scale unsteadiness is likely. This was carried out after 
recording continuous pitch traversal polars at each combina-
tion of M∞ and Re∞ shown in Table 1.

Based on the ΔCL method by Lawson et al. (2016), 
between three and five incidences were defined in the vicin-
ity of the lift curve break at M∞ = 0.84 and M∞ = 0.90 . 
Higher Reynolds number data at Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 
received higher priority in this selection, as high Re 
experiments constitute one of the main research priorities 
of the initiative. Therefore, the Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 datasets 
encompass a larger � range than those at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106.

The resulting set of stabilized points at fixed incidence 
can be assigned as follows to the four scenarios defined 
by Lutz et al. (2022): 

1. Steady-state and unsteady PSP measurements around 
buffet conditions at 3◦ to 5◦(M∞ = 0.84 ) and 2.5◦ to 6◦ 
( M∞ = 0.90 q∕E = 0.4).

2. High angle of attack conditions at M∞ = 0.90 , 
Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 and q∕E = 0.2 with steady and 
unsteady PSP measurements on the upper surfaces only.

3. Acquisition of steady-state PSP data at negative angles 
of attack −4◦ ( M∞ = 0.84 ), −2◦ ( M∞ = 0.90)

4. Acquisition of steady-state PSP data in the linear range 
at � = 0◦ and � = 1.5◦ for all three Mach numbers

While Re∞ = 25.0 × 106 data was prioritized by acquiring 
more data incidences, measurements at the lowest tempera-
tures required for this Reynolds number were also the most 
challenging for optical systems. The lower Reynolds number 
measurements at Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 were conducted at higher 
temperatures of T = 180 K, creating conditions enabling bet-
ter PSP camera image quality and signal-to-noise ratio. This 
allowed the unsteady PSP measurements at these datasets to be 

Table 1  Experimental flow 
conditions and acquired data
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carried out at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz as opposed to 1000 
Hz at the other conditions.

In addition, camera window icing during Re∞ = 12.9 × 106 
q∕E = 0.2 × 10−6 runs specifically aimed at achieving the 
highest possible angles of attack further deteriorated image 
quality. Nevertheless, all intended incidences were success-
fully measured.
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